Focal dorsal raphe stimulation and pinnal electrical stimulation modulate spontaneous and noxious evoked responses in thalamic neurons.
This study investigated the nocieceptive responses of single neurons within the nucleus parafascicularis (PF) thalami of the rat following two modes of electrical stimulation known to induce analgesia. It was found that both focal electrical dorsal raphe stimulation (DRS) and bilateral pinnal (ear) electrical stimulation (PES) converge on the same PF neurons, affecting both the spontaneous discharges and the noxious evoked responses toward these neurons. The effects of different stimulus current intensity, frequency and pulse duration were also examined. It was found that for both DRS and PES at pulse frequency of 10 Hz and current amplitude of 10 microA are the optimal parameters to modulate both the spontaneous and the noxious evoked responses. These stimuli produced prolonged effects related to the duration of stimulation. The external (PES) low current stimulation which was delivered below the sensory threshold was as effective in modulating noxious responses as the invasive DRS in intact animals and in animals with bilateral dorsolateral-funiculus ablation. It was observed that dorsal lateral funiculus ablation (DLFx) did not modify the DRS and the PES effects. These observations further support the existence of an ascending pain modulation pathway.